
Thrissur Corporation Electricity Department (TCED)

Appointment of Contractor for New 110/11kV Substation works -Tender Queries 

Tender No. TCED / RDSS : 2405/22
Sr. No RFP Reference Query TCED- Reply

1 BOQ3; Sl.No.1.1 Supply of 110kV, 1c x  630 sq.mm  Aluminium corrugated Sheated Aluminium Cable 
as per standard technical specification. Please confirm, how many cables or runs to 
be laid.

 2R x 3 x 1C x 630sq.mm (Each cable per run is 750 
Meter), total cable length is 4500 Meter - cables shall be 
supplied and laid.

2 Not Applicable Kindly inform which is the brand of SCADA being used by TCED, shall we include the 
cost of integrating the same

No. SCADA compatible equipment's only to be supplied.

3 Not Applicable The stages of payment for civil item for substation is mentioned both in supply as 
well as labour and it is a LS item.

Refer BOQ1-41; BOQ2-3; Bidder shall be calculated both 
Civil item and Labour parts as per Substation 
Constructions activities and payments as per SBD.

4 Not Applicable Soil test report of substation room and yard area to be given to design foundation 
and for quoting purpose as item is LS.

Refer BOQ-2, Sl.No.: 1.1 &2 

5 BOQ4 110kV Cable laying excavation quantity is mentioned as 1 and unit is Nos. Kindly 
provide us the envisaged quantity and correct the unit of measurement.

 2R x 3 x 1C x 630sq.mm (Each cable per run is 750 
Meter),  total cable length is 4500 Meter - cables shall be 
supplied and laid and Excavations to be done 
accordingly.

6 Not Applicable 200mm HDPE pipe used for horizontal duct drilling purpose is welded to form the 
required length. Hence no coupling collar etc is envisaged. Kindly accept the same.

Refer BOQ-4, Sl.No.: 8.

7 Not Applicable The item, quantity and unit in sections supply and labour for 110kV Under ground 
cable is to be corrected.

As per BOQ-4, it's to be considered as LS or 1 No.

8 2. Qualification 
Requirements              

(2.1- Technical)

Similar work: We have technical qualification as mentioned in  clause 2.1.3 (a). Also 
we would like to bring to your attention that electrical generation for small thermal 
plant is at a system voltage of 11kV. Hence, we request you to consider the same as 
per Cl 2.1.3(a).

Refer SBD, Page-18, Part-1, Sl.No.2.1.3 (a) & (b).           

9 Financial Networth:  We are a partnership firm and as per the principle of calculation 
networth of partnership firm calculation is as per enclosure. Kindly confirm this is 
acceptable for partnership firm. The networth will vary according to the drawing out 
of cash by the partners in each year

As per RFP; Any relaxations in the PQ condition will be 
published as corrigendum. 


